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INTRODUCTION 
From time to time the sizes of things outrun convenient description in terms 
of the commonplace mathematical notations of the day. In the Sand Reckoner 
(Y$.+LT~u) Archimedes took some pains to describe in words a number Y which 
exceeded the number of grains of sand needed to fill a conceptual model of the 
universe which was popular in his day. Along these same lines, Knuth [4] 
recently wrote an expository paper describing occurrences of huge numbers in 
combinatorial theory and suggesting a convenient notation for such numbers. 
In fact let 
B(B(B(...(B)...))) = BtT, 
B~(Bf(B~(...~(B)...))) = WC 
Bf~(Btt(Bt~(...ft(B)...))) = WV 
and so on. In each expression on the left-hand side of an equation above there 
are T copies of a positive integer B and, consequently, there are T - 1 operations 
of multiplication or 7 or Tt performed. Evidently 
B T T = BT, 
.B 
BttT=BB’ , 
where there are T copies of the symbol B on the right side of the last equation 
above. In this notation Archimedes’ number !P is 
Y = ((100,000, ooo)~~2)~(100, ooo, 000). 
Graham [2] has subsequently used Knuth’s notation to give a probably pessi- 
mistic upper bound to a Ramsey number. 
Ackermann [I] had previously used a recursion scheme to define a fast 
growing function similar to Knuth’s function which was recursive but not 
primitive recursive. Ackermann had to establish certain basic properties of his 
function, such as monotonicity. But both he and Knuth regarded such functions 
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as tools for the special purposes noted above. Further work is needed to make 
them more convenient. We establish several inequalities below which make 
comparison of expressions involving Knuth’s arrows convenient. Perhaps they 
are a step toward a natural extension of these integer functions to real or complex 
domains. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
If P is the set of positive integers suppose that k: P x P x P --f P is defined 
recursively by setting 
k(B, 1, T) = B=, 
k(B, d, 1) = B, 
k(B, d + 1, T + 1) = k(B, d, k(B, d + 1, T)). 
Knuth’s function k satisfies the same recurrence as Ackermann’s [l] function 4, 
although these functions do not coincide. 
If f(B, T) = k(B, 2, T) and g(B) = k(B, B, B) then it is well known that f 
is primitive recursive but not elementary [5]. Moreover the growth of g is so 
like the growth [l, 31 in Ackermann’s famous example that g, too, is recursive 
but not primitive recursive. We omit the proof because our interest lies in 
setting k within an analytic framework rather than that of mathematical logic. 
Knuth suggested this approach by introducing a felicitous notation [4] which we 
extend slightly in the following fashion: 
BTT = BTIT = k(B, 1, T), 
BttT = Bt2T = k(B, 2, T), 
BtftT = BtST = k(B, 3, T), 
BtdT = k(B, d, T), 
Though Knuth speaks informally of taking powers n times to form x?tn, our 
definition is not at variance with his, as a careful reading of [4] will show. In 
order to avoid discussion of special cases here and there in proofs we will let 
BtdO = k(B, d, 0) = 1 
for all positive integers B and d. This degenerate case can easily be seen to be 
compatible with the foregoing definition. 
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Knuth’s arrow composition is not associative. But we follow the usual exponen- 
tiation convention and suppress parentheses when a string of multiplications 
or arrow compositions is associated to the right. Thus 
35Bm4m54~ = 35[Btt~(~[~t”(4~)1)11, 
7?8fT9 + BtdBtdflT = [7t(8tt9)] + [Btd(Bfd+‘T)]. 
Two trivial observations have theoretical value below. For every positive integer 
d, Tit is true that 
ltdT = 1, 
2Td2 = 4. 
The function K is monotone in each of its arguments. The proof below is a 
minor modification of Ackermann’s [l J argument for +. 
THEOREM 1.1. If B, d, and T are positive integers and 3 > 2 then 
BtdT < Btd(T + l), 
BtdT < (B + l)TdT, 
BTdT < Btd+lT, 
BTdT > T. 
(1.1) 
U-2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
Equality occurs in the nonstrict inequality (1.3) if and only if T = 1 or T = B = 2. 
Proof. We first prove (1.1) and (1.4) simultaneously by induction on d. 
Clearly (1.1) and (1.4) hold for d = 1 and arbitrary T. Assume now that (1.1) 
and (1.4) hold for all T for some fixed d > 1. To prove that (1.1) and (1.4) 
hold with d replaced by (d + 1) by induction on T, we first note that 
Btd+12 = BtaB > B = Z3td+‘l 
and 
Bt*+‘l = B > 1. 
Assume that 
and 
Bfd+lT < Btd+l(T + 1) 
Btd+lT > T. 
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BTd”( T  + 2) = ByBy+‘(T + 1) > BY+V + 1). 
On the other hand, since 
BTdflT > T 
we have 
Btd+lT 3 T + 1, 
and therefore 
Bt”+‘(T + 1) = BtdBtd+lT 
2 BY(T + 1) 
>T+l 
finishing the proof of (1 .l) and (1.4) by induction. We now prove (1.2) by the 
same type of induction. It is clearly true for d = 1 or T = 1. Assume that (1.2) 
holds for d and arbitrary T and also that 
Btd+lT < (B + l)f”+lT, 
then 
(B + I)fd+l(T + 1) = (B + l)f”(B + l)td+‘T 
> (B + l)fdBfb+lT 
> BtdBtd+lT = BTa+l(T + 1). 
We now prove (1.3) by induction on T. Equality holds for T = 1 and for 
B = T = 2. It is obvious that 
Btd+12 = BldB > BTd2 
if B > 2 and that 
Bfd+l2 > 2fa+12 = 4 
for B > 2. Therefore 
BTd+13 = Btd(Btd+‘2) > Bld4 > Btd3. 
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Assuming that (1.3) holds, we get 
BT”fl(T + 1) = BtQtd+rT 
> BtdBtdT. 
Since the inequality BtdT > T implies BfdT > T + 1, we have 
Btd+l( T + 1) > Brd(T + 1). 
This completes the proof. 
If a function h comes from k by fixing at most two arguments of k or repeating 
some arguments of k we call it a krutos (K~CYTOU, pl. K~CXT(Y, which means pow~). 
The aforementioned functions f, g, and k are krata. An integer D has a nontrivial 
kratic representation if 
D = k(w, x, Y), 
where {w, x, y> C P\(l). W e will call a positive integer E small if it can be written 
with at most 100 digits, i.e., if 
E < 10~100. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Only 58 small positive integers have nontrivial kratic 
representations. 
Proof. Evidently 
3??2 = 3?3 = 27, 
4tf2 = 4?4 = 256, 
56??2 = 56t56 < lOtlOO. 
Simple calculations show that 
4 = 2fT2 = 2???2 = 2tttt2 = “‘, 
16 = 2??3, 
65,536 = 2tt4 = 2Ttt3, 
7,625, 597,484,987 = 3tt3 = 3ftt2 
and that none of these last four numbers occur on the preceding list of 54 
positive integers. On the other hand, it is easy to verify that 
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lOtlO < 2tr5 < 2???4 = 2tttt3, 
lO?lOO < 3??4 < 31tT3 = 31ttt2, 
10~100 < 4tT3 < 4tt4 = 41??2, 
lOtlO < 57??22. 
We have seen that k is a nondecreasing function of each of its arguments se- 
parately. Therefore k(w, x, y) is not small unless 1 E (w, x, y} or w = y = 2 or 
(w, x,y) ~((4 2,2) I 3 <B < 561 u C(2,2> 3)> (2,2,4), (213,319 (3,2,3), (3,3>2)1. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. If H has a nontrivial kratic representation of the form 
H = BTdT 
then H is a positive integer power of B and 
Proof. Throughout the proof we assume that the symbols B, d, and T take 
on only integer values strictly greater than 1. Clearly 
2 < 2?2 < Bt2 d BTB = BfT2 
for every B. If Bt2 < BttT then 
BT2 < BfBT2 < BtBttT = Btf(T + 1). 
This finite induction on T establishes the case d = 2 of the proposition, Assume 
as an induction hypothesis on the integer d, that BtdW is a positive integer 
power of B such that 
for every B and every W > 2. It follows that 
2 < 2t2 < Bt2 < BtdB = Btd+12 
for every B. It merely remains to prove the case d + 1 for all B by finite induction 
on T. We to this as follows. Suppose that 
Bt2 < Btd+lT. 
Recall that 2 < By2 for every B. It follows that 
Bt2 < BfdBtd+lT = BTd+l(T + 1) 
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as well as that BtdBtd+rT is a positive integer power of B for every B. This 
induction on T completes the derivation of the case d + 1 from the case d and, 
therewith, the proof. 
If we write k in the form 
(4 4 T) ++ W4 4 T) 
then the first argument, B, of k is called its base. The second, d, is its depth. 
The third, T, is its tug. Thus 
H = K(2,3,4) 
= 21tt4 
= 21?2???3 
= 2??65,536 
= 2?2??65,535 
has base 2, depth 3, and tag 4. The number H is 2 raised to the positive integer 
exponent 2tr65, 535. This exemplifies the fact that the term base occurs in the 
usual sense. 
Two trivial facts about krata are used repeatedly below. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. 
where, in the last expression above, there are T copies of the symbol td and there 
are T + 1 copies of B. 
To avoid the awkwardness of having to write down a count of copies of td and 
of B we extend Knuth’s arrow notation one step further. This extension will be 
used only in the proofs of Lemmas 3.6 and 3.8. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let 
B(t”C)OrST = BtST, 
B(fdC)‘T8T = BTdCf8T, 
B(fdC)zf~T = BfdCfdCT”T, 
B(fdC)3tST = BTdCfdCfdCTST, 
B(fV)n+lt”T = B~V(tdC)n~T, 
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Thus the symbol (~QC)~ is nonsense when it stands alone. It makes sense only 
between an integer B and a symbol of the form f8T. It is worthwhile to think of 
it as an instruction to write n copies of the symbol t%’ in a string without 
parentheses which is begun by B and ended by fST. Once the string is written it 
is associated to the right in accordance with the convention stated above. For 
example 
B(tdB)ntdB = Btd+l(n + 2). 
2. KRATA WITH NONINTEGER ARGUMENTS 
This section deals with an extension of the domain of k beyond P x P x P. 
No subsequent section depends on it. 
To avoid consideration of cuts in the complex plane we assume that, for 
each positive integer n, the domain of the function ztfn is the set of positive 
real numbers. Thus we begin by considering krata with positive real base, 
positive integer tag, and depth two. Note that 
,zttl = k(z, 2, 1) = x, 
ztt2 = k(z, 2,2) = z@ = exp(z log(z)), 
ztt(n + 1) = k(z, 2, n + 1) = exp(k(z, 2, n) log(z)). 
So if we use a prime to denote partial differentiation with respect to z, i.e., with 
respect to the first argument of k, we have 
k’(z, 2, 1) = 1, 
k’(z, 2,2) = exp(z log(z))(log(x) + 44 
= log(z) &, 2,2) + k(z, Z2) 
= (lo&) + 1)+& 
k’(z, 2, n + 1) = exp(k(z, 2, n) log(z))[log@) k’(z, 2, n> + (l/4 k(z, 2,41 
= log(z) k(z, 2, n + 1) k’(x, 2, n) + (l/z) k(z, 2912 + 1) k(x, 294. 
On the basis of this recurrence it is easy to verify 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Ifn E P then 
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where the product l-j is over 
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the sum C is over 
S(n) = {s E P / s < n - l}, 
and, for each s E S(n), the product fl, is over 
P(s,S(n))={pEPjn-s<p<n). 
For example let 
Now let us turn another direction, to krata with positive real base, positive 
infinite tag, and depth equal to one or two. For example let 
z t cc = d(z) = lim z t it. 
n+m 
The domain of this function is the half-open interval (- 1, 11. Evidently d( 1) = 1, 
but d(z) = 0 for z E (- 1, 1). The situation becomes less trivial when two arrows 
are considered. Let 
z tt 00 = ;: z tt n. 
+ 
This function makes sense for positive real z at least when x < ef( l/e). Evidently 
We are therefore led to seek information about f by looking at the functional 
equation 
fc4 = 4fW 
It turns out to be convenient to solve the inverse problem, the functional equation 
w = b(w)Tw. 
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It has the unique positive solution 
for positive w. The function b assumes its maximum value et( 1 /e) at the point e 
and approaches 1 as w tends to infinity through positive values. The solution s 
of the original functional equation is the inverse of the function b. The relation 
s is obviously not a function. But it has a subset 
which is a function satisfying f(z) = ztj(,z). I n view of the functional equation 
for f it is clear that 
f’C4 = hM4 hd41)’ 
= (exp[fM log(4N.W log@) + f(+4 
= f(4(f’(4 lo&) + f(d/G 
Thus we have 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Iff(2) = zffco then 
To understandf(z) = tt x co we looked at the functional equation 
and, more importantly, its inverse 
w = b(w)?w. 
Is there an appropriate definition of g(x) = xttfco ? If so do the functional 
equations 
id4 = 4!(4, 
w = d(w)fTw 
play an analogous role? The latter equation makes sense for integer w. The 
inequality 
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is easy to verify for every positive integer n. It is obvious if n = 1. Assuming the 
truth of the nth case we find that 
(etUleNtt(n + 1) = (ef(lle>)t(et(lle))ttn < (et(l/e))P = e. 
But then it follows that d(w) > ef(l/e) for every integer w > 3. This fact, 
together with Table I, shows that d is qualitatively similar to the restriction of ZJ 
to positive integer arguments. 
TABLE I 
Decimal Approximations to Values of the Solution of the 
Inverse Functional Equation zu = d(w) tt w 
1 = 1.OOOOO ..f tt 1 
2 = 1.55961 .*. tt 2 
3 = 1.63507 *.. tt 3 
4 = 1.62036 ... tt 4 
5 = 1.59340 *** tt 5 
6 = 1.56864 ... tt 6 
7 = 1.54828 -*. ff 7 
8 = 1.53198 ..* ft 8 
9 = 1.51896 *a* tf 9 
10 = 1.50849 0.. tt 10 
20 = 1.46534 ... tt 20 
50 = 1.44850 -*. tt 50 
100 = 1.44567 *** tt 100 
3. INEQu.~LITIEs 
3.1. Nomenclature 
In a sense which will become clear later, simple identities among krata are not 
as common as among powers. Therefore we consider inequalities in this theory 
to be the natural extensions of commonplace equalities in arithmetic. It seems 
reasonable to call the inequalities 2?3 < 3t2 or 2T83 < 3p2 commutative 
inequalities. Similarly an inequality comparing At8(BfSC) to (A~SB)~8C would 
be an associative inequality and an inequality for AfS(B + C) will be a left- 
distributive inequality. This was a motivation behind the results of this section. 
It also gives a simple terminology convenient for reference. Throughout this 
section all letters used stand for positive integers and A, B > 2. 
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3.2. The Left-Distributive Inequalities 
This paragraph is devoted to the proof that the kratos (A~“K)t”N is confined 
to a narrow channel ifs > 2. There is no analog in the case s = 1. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let s > 2. Then 
AP(K + N - 1) < (AT”K)f”N < AP(K + N). (3.1) 
Equality occurs in the nonstrict inequality ;f and only if N = 1 or K = 1. 
Proof. We first prove the left inequality in (3.1). The proof is by induction 
on N. For N = 1, we clearly have equality. For N > 1 
AtS(K + N) = AfS-l(Ap(K + N - 1) 
< A~“-l(A~SK)~“N 
< (Af”K)t”-‘(At”K)f” 
= (At”K)t”(N + 1). 
by the induction hypothesis 
by monotonicity (3.2) 
Inequality (3.2) is strict unless K = 1, in which case the left side of (3.1) 
is an equality. The right-side inequality in (3.1) will follow from the next 
two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. 
(3.3) 
EquaZity holds if and on2y if A = 2, K < 2, N < 2. 
Proof. The proof will be by induction on N. For N = 1 we have 
provided AtfK > 4. We have equality for A = 2, K = 1 and for A = 2, 
K = 2. For A = 3, K = 1 we get, for every N, 
((3?tl)t?N)?2 = (3??N)?2 c 3f(3trN) = 3??(1 + w 
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Assume now that (3.3) is true for some N > 1. It follows that: 
In (3.4) the inequality holds unless (A, K) = (3, l), and is strict unless A = 2 
and K = 1 or K = 2. In (3.5) the inequality is strict unless N = 1. 
LEMMA 3.2. Ifs > 2 then 
1 + 2(Af”K)?SN < AP(N + K) 
unless N = K = 1 and A = 2. Also, as a consequence, for all A, N, K we have 
(Af”K)?“N < AtS(N + K). 
Proof. The case s = 2 of Lemma 3.2 follows immediately from Lemma 3.1. 
Suppose, now that s > 3. For N = 1 we have to show that 
1 + 2(@K) < AY(K + 1). 
To this end, we note that 
AT”(K + 1) = AfS-l(ATSK) 
> AKWK) 
2 2At”K + 1 
for At”K 3 3. However for A = 3, K = 1 we have 
1 + 2(3) = 7 < 9 = 3?2 < 3?“2. 
For K = 1 we get exactly the same inequality. This completes the proof of the 
case K = 1. We now proceed by finite induction on s. Assume that 
1 + WVWW < AP(JV + K) 
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for all (A, K, W) # (2, 1, 1). Consequently 
for all V and X. To prove the case s + 1 we give an argument by finite induction 
on N. So we can assume that 
1 + 2(ATS+1K)tS+1N < AqS+l(N + K) 
and, of course, that 2 < K. It follows that 
1 + 2(AT”+1K)f”+1(N + 1) < 4(Af”+lK)TS+l(N + 1) 
< (A~S+lK)(A~“+lK)~“+‘(N + 1) 
= (A~S+lK)[(A~“+lK)~“(A~+lK)~“+lN] 
< (A~S+lK)t”-l[(A~“+lK)T”(A~“+lK)~S+lN] 
= (AtS+lK)TS[l + (Ap+lK)TS+lN] 
< [(A~“+lK)~S+lN]~S[l + (Af”+lK)“T+lN] 
< (A~“[(A~“+‘K)~“+‘NJ)tS[1 + (A~s+lK)~S+lN 
< A?“(1 + 2(At8+1K)T”+1N) 
< AWW+YN + K)) 
= AP”+l((N + 1) + K). 
This ends the proof of the lemma and, therewith, of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 3.1. (The associative inequality). If C > 2, and s < t then 
Equalityholdsonlyfors=t=l,B=C=2. 
Proof. If t = 1 then s = 1. Then the inequality is strict unless B = C = 2. 
If t > 2 we have 
(ATtB)t8C < (AttB)ttC 
-=c AY(B + C) 
< ATt(BpC). 
Remark. The inequality in Corollary 1 does not extend to the case t < s 
without some additional hypotheses since, for example, the comparison between 
(AW)fP and AWW) can go either way for arbitrarily large A and B. 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Let d 3 2. Let B > A 3 2. Then there exist M and L such 
that for every N > &I 
Afd(N + L - 1) < BTdN < ATd(N + L). 
Proof. There exists K 3 1 such that 
At% < B < Afd(K + 1). 
It follows from the left-distributive inequalities and monotonicity that 
ATd(K + N - 1) < (AtdK)fdN 
< BTdN 
for every N. If 
< (ATd(K + l))fdN 
< ATd(N+ K+ 1) 
BTdN < Atd(N + K) 
for every N > 2 the result holds with L = K and M = 2. Otherwise there 
exists M 3 3 such that 
Btd(M - 1) > ATd(M + K - 1). 
But then 
BfdM = Btd-‘Btd(M - 1) 
> Atd-lBtd(M - 1) 
> Atd-lAtd(M + K - 1) 
= Afd(M + K). 
Repetitions of this argument show by induction that 
Afd(N + K) < BTdN < Atd(N + K + 1) 
for every N > M. In this case the result follows from setting K = L - 1. 
This ends the proof. 
3.3. The Commutative Inequalities 
This paragraph is devoted to studying the effect of changing the order in 
krata. Generally the kratos is increased when the bigger numbers are moved to 
607/34/z-2 
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the tag position. The two main theorems of this section are results of this type. 
THEOREM 3.2. (i) If B > 4 then 2t”B > Bts2 with equality ;f and only 
ifs = 1 and B = 4. 
(ii) IfB>A>3thenA~B>BfSA. 
However, we have the following: 
(iii) 2?3 < 3p2. 
Note that the three parts of this theorem cover all th possibiilities for B > A 2 2. 
Proof. We first prove (iii) by induction on s. We have 
2t13 = 8 < 9 = 3t12. 
So assume that 2ft3 < 3tt2. Then 
3ftf12 = 3tt3 
= 3tt-13Tt2 
> 3 t”-12tt3 
> 2tt-12tt3 
= 2tt4 
= 2tt21t+12 
= 2tt+13. 
To prove (i) we first notice that 214 = 4?2 and that for B > 5 we have 2tB > 
BT2. Ifs 3 2 we have 
2t”B = 2TS(B - 2 + 2) > (2t8(B - 2))?*2 > (2t(B - 2))p2 > Bp2. 
To prove (ii) we need three lemmas: 
LEMMA 3.3. If A 2 3 then 
Att(C + 1) > (A + l)ttC. 
Proof. We prove, by induction on C, the slightly stronger inequality 
AW + 1) > 264 + l)ttC + 1. 
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This is certainly true for C = 1, and, assuming this holds for C, we have 
W(C + 2) = Jww + 1) 
> At(2(A + l)lfC + 1) 
= 44tw4 + 1w 
> -qA + 1)KA + l)W 
> 2(A + l)tt(c + 1) + 1. 
since A > 3. 
LEMMA 3.4. For A > 3, s 2 3, we have 
At”(C + 1) > (A + l)tsc. 
Proof. By induction on C, we prove the slightly stronger inequality. 
AT”(C + 1) > (A + l)t”C + 2. 
For C = 1 we have, 
At”2 > A + 3. 
Assuming the inequality holds for C we see from the left-distributive inequality 
that 
Ats(C + 2) = At”-lAt”(C + 1) 
> Afp-l[(A + l)t”C + 21 
> (Ats-12)tS-l(A + I)t”C. 
However since the expressions above are powers of A the strict inequality also 
implies 
A?‘(C + 2) > (At”-‘2)r~-l(A + 1)f”C + 2 
> (A + l)?“-1(A + l)?“C + 2 
= (A + l)P(C + 1) + 2. 
LEMMA 3.5. For A 3 3, s 2 2, we have 
Ap(C + D) > (A + D)t”C. 
Proof. For D = 1 this is Lemma 3.3 when s = 2, and is Lemma 3.4 when 
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s > 3. Assuming the inequality for D we get the case D f 1 by .applying 
Lemma 3.3 when s = 2, and Lemma 3.4 when s > 3. 
Proof of (ii). If B > A > 3 we apply Lemma 3.5 with C = A, D = B - A. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Att”(N + 1) 2 (A~t+‘N)~12 with equality on& $(A, N) = 
(2, 1) or (A, N, t) = (2,2, 1). 
Proof. This is obvious if N = 1. For N > 1, 
ATt+l(N + 1) = AftAtt+W 
> 2ttAft+W 
3 (At”+W)tt2. 
The first inequality is strict if A # 2. If A = 2 then the second inequality is 
strict unless N = 2 and t = 1. 
COROLLARY 3.4. If A > 3 and B 3 2 then 
AISB < Bt8+lA. 
Proof. Since A > 3, 
Bt”+‘(A - 1) > Bt(A - 1) > 21(A - 1) > A 3 3. 
Hence, by Theorem 3.2, 
Bp+lA = Bt”Bt”+l(A - 1) 
> (Bt”+‘(A - l))tSB 
> At”B. 
Comment. This inequality, together with Theorem 3.2, gives a kind of 
zipper. For example 
THEOREM 3.3. If C < Band t > 2 then 
(AttC)ttB > (AttB)T*C; 
Proof. The theorem follows from Lemmas 3.6 and 3.8. below when K. = C. 
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LEMMA 3.6. If2 < C c B then 
Proof. Consider the case K = 1 first. We make use of Definition 1.1 in 
noting that 
To complete a proof by finite induction on K suppose that 
Then it follows that 
LEMMA 3.7. If N > 2 then 
N(Af8B) < (NA)pB < Ap(NB). 
Equality holds if and only if (A, N, s) = (2,2, 1). 
Proof. The lemma is easily checked for s = 1. Assume s > 1. We first 
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prove the left-hand inequality by induction on s. Assuming it is true for s - 1 
we have: 
N(Af~B) = N(AyA~(B - 1)) 
< (NA)y1Ap(B - 1) 
< (NA)~~-1(NA)~~(B - 1) 
= (NA)PB. 
To prove the right-hand inequality we have 
This ends the proof. 
LEMMA~.~. If3<sand2<C<Bthen 
2(ArSB)t”K < (AtsC)p(B - C + K). 
Proof. Let t = s - 1. Consider the case K = 1 first. 
2(At”B)T”l = 2At”B = 2A(ttA)B-“lt$4fT) 
< (2A)(ttA)B-=-ltt(AfSC) 
< (A~C)(~t(A18C))B-C-l~t(A~sC) 
< (Af8C)~(B - C + 1). 
To complete a proof by finite induction on K suppose that 
2(ApB)pK < (ATSC)v(B - C + K). 
Then it follows from the left-distributive inequality that 
2(AtSB)p(K + 1) = ~(L~~~B)~~(A~B)~~K 
= 2[ATt(Af8(B - l))]~t(A~SB)~SK 
< P4ttWP - l>>lWWW~ 
< [(~WTW(B - lNlttGWWsK 
< (-WC)Y[&s(B - 1) + (OB)Wl 
< WC>YP(~t”BP~l 
< (48C)Y[(4WYB - C + K)l 
= (AtsC)fS(B - C + K + 1). 
This completes the proof. 
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3.4. A Re$ned Left-Distributive Inequality 
This paragraph is devoted to a refinement of the left-distributive inequality 
(3.1). We prove 
THEOREM 3.4. If 2 < t then 
[(ATtt+lK)ttf1N]tt2 < Att+‘(K + N). 
Equality holds if and only if 
A=2,N=l, and K= 1. 
Proof. We recall Lemma 3.1. 
unless A = 2 and 
(K N) ~((1, 11, (1,2), (2, 11, C&2)). 
It is thus the case t = 1 of the desired theorem. We can suppose that t > 2. 
For N = 1 or K = 1 the inequality follows from Corollary 3.3 with equality 
if A = 2, K = 1, N = 1. To complete a proof by finite induction on N for 
K > 1 assume that 
[(Att+lK)ft+lN]lt2 < ATt+l(K + N). 
It follows that 
[(ATt+lK)ft+l(N + l)]tt2 = ((Att+lK)tt[(Att+lK)tt+lN])tt2 
< [(Aft+‘K)tt2]tt[(Att+lK)tt+lN] 
< [2tt(Att+1K)]tt[(Att+1K)Tt+1NJ 
< [Att(A~t+lK)]tt[(Aft+lK)~t+fN] 
< [A~t(A~t+lK)tt+lN]~t[(Att+lK)~t+lN] 
< AT”[(Att+lK)t”“N + (Att+lK)tt+lN] 
< A~t[(A~t+lK)ft+lN]tt-l[(A~t+lK)tt+W] 
= Aft[(Att+1K)ft+1N]tt2 
< AttAtt+l(K + N) 
= ATt+l(K + N + 1). 
This completes the proof. 
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3.5. Inequalities in Depth 
THEOREM 3.5. If(B, T) # (2,2) and T # 1 then 
Proof. The theorem will follow immediately from the following two kmmu.s and 
monotonicity. 
LEMMA 3.9. d + 1 < 2td3. 
Proof. The inequality is easily checked for d < 2. Assume now that d 3 3 
and d < 2Td-13. Then 
2td3 = 2fd-14 
= 2Td-22rd-13 > 2td-2d 3 2td > d + 1. 
LEMMA 3.10. d + 1 < 3td2. 
Proof, The inequality clearly holds for d < 2. For d > 3 assume that 
3td-Y > d. 
Then 
3td2 = 3fd-13 > 3fd-12 > d. 
Since the last two inequalities are strict inequalities between integers we have 
3td2 > d + 1. 
THEOREM 3.6. If A > 3, B 3 3, D > 2, E > 3 then 
(i) Ate(B + D) < AtBBfDD, 
(ii) AtB(B + D) < AtBfDB, 
(iii) (A + B)TAE < Af”+BE. 
Proof. 
AfBfD2 = &BB+D-IA 
= &B+D-2AfB+D-l(A - 1) 
> &B+D-2AfB+D-12 
> AtB+D”(B + 0). 
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by Theorem 3.5. Since B, D > 2, (i), (ii) follow. Part (iii) of the theorem will 
result from substituting C = A in the following inequality 
L4y+w > (A + F)yE. 
To prove this last inequality it is enough to prove the case F = 1 and use it 
repeatedly F times. For F = 1 we have 
Ay+lE = AyAy+yE - 1) 
> Ay3f(E - 1) 
3 .‘4TC(2 + E) 
> (Ay2)yE 
> (A + l)tCE. 
4. PAUCITY OF NONTRIVIAL KRATIC REPRESENTATIONS 
The number 1 has an infinity of trivial kratic representations of the form 
for positive integer d and T. Every positive integer B has an infinity of trivial 
kratic representations of the form 
for positive integer d. The number 4 has an infinity of nontrivial kratic repre- 
sentations of the form 
4 = 2y+12, 
where d is any positive integer. 4 has no other nontrivial kratic representations. 
Proposition 1.1 showed that only 57 integers between 5 and lot100 have non- 
trivial kratic representations, and that all but two of these 57 numbers have 
unique nontrivial kratic representations. We will now settle the general question 
of what kinds of nontrivial kratic representations a number can have. To avoid 
references to trivial cases we wiI1 assume, in the statement of any lemma, 
theorem, or corollary below, that every number which appears in that statement 
is a positive integer unequal to 1. This is a stronger convention than that which 
governs the five subsections which make up Section 3. 
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LEMMA 4.1. If AfB = CTD then thee are positive integers R, S, and T such 
that 
A = RtS, 
C = RTT, 
SB = TD. 
The proof is straightforward. 
LEMMA 4.2. If AtfB = CftD then A = C and B = D. 
Proof. We know that 
AtAtT(B - 1) = CtCtf(D - 1). 
Lemma 4.1 thus assures us of the existence of positive integers R, S and T 
such that 
A = RtS, 
C = RTT, 
and 
Therefore 
%W@ - 1)) = T(CtW - 1)). 
S((RfS)tl(B - 1)) = WW”)tt(D - 1)). (4.1) 
Thus there are positive integers U and V such that 
S(RtU) = T(RtV). 
We can assume without loss of generality that U < V. Consequently let W be 
the nonnegative integer V - U, so that 
S = T(RKV - U)) = TW. 
It follows that 
A = RTS = RfTW = (RfT)fW. 
Substituting this into equality (4.1) we get 
TWW~TWIW - 1)) = WW’YU711(B - 1)) 
= WWtKD - 1)) 
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so that 
This means that W is a power of RtT, so that there is a nonnegative integer H 
for which 
W = (RfT)fH = CTH. (4.2) 
Recall the convention AttO = 1. Using it we can see that, even if B = 2 or 
D = 2. 
[(R~T)tHl([(R~T)tW1t[(R~T)t~tt(B - 2)) = VWWfT)fW - 219 
and, hence, that 
H + W[(WWlW - 2) = W”)?W - 2). (4.3) 
Note, now that 
is a power of RCT, it follows from equalities (4.2) and (4.3) that 
(W”)W = W < (WWW - 2). 
Proposition 1.2 guarantees that (RtT)ft(D - 2) is a power of (RtT). Therefore 
(W)tt(D - 2) is a positive integer multiple of W. It follows from equality 
(4.3) that 
CtH = (RfT)fH = W 
is a divisor of H. Since 2 < C we know that 
H < 2tH < CTH. 
Hence H = 0, whence W = 1. Thus S = T and 
A = RfT = C. 
Consequently 
ATt(B - 1) = Aff(D - 1). 
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It now follows from monotonicity in the tag that B = D. 
THEOREM 4.1. IfArdB = CtdD then 
and 
A=C 
B = D. 
Proof. The previous lemma is the case d = 2. To complete a proof by finite 
induction on d assume that 
AtdAtd+l(B - 1) = Af”+lB 
= Ctd+lD 
= CTdCt”+l(D - 1). 
It follows from the induction hypothesis that A = C so that 
Atd+‘(B - 1) = Afd+l(D - 1). 
Hence, by monotonicity in the tag, B = D. 
COROLLARY 4.1. If ASdC = Btd+lT thm A = B and C = Btd+l(T - 1). 
Proof. Evidently 
&T = Bt”Bf”+‘( T - 1). 
Hence the result follows from Theorem 4.1 even if T = 2. 
COROLLARY 4.2. If ATSC = BtdT then A = B. 
Proof. Ifs = d, the result follows immediately from Theorem 4.1. So assume, 
without loss of generality, that s < d. Then it follows from d - s uses of Corol- 
lary 4.1. 
The next theorem completely settles the question of nontrivial kratic repre- 
sentations of a positive integer P, how many there are and what they are. 
THEOREM 4.2. If a positive integer P # 4 has a nontrivial kratic representa- 
tion then there is agreatest depth d such that 
P = BfdT. 
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Moreover d < P and there is exactly one nontrivial kratic representation 
P = B(s)fST(s) 
of Pfor each s such that 2 < s Q d. If, moreover, 3 < w < d and 
P = Bt”T 
is a nontrivial kratic representation of P then 
P = BT”-lBtW(T - 1) 
is a nontrivial kratic representation of P. 
Theorem 4.2 will be proved in the course of stating and proving the next two 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.3. If P # 4 then there are fewer than P nontrivial kratic repre- 
sentations of P. 
Proof. The proof of Proposition 1.1 shows that the smallest integer, other 
than 4, with a nontrivial kratic representation is 16. So we can assume that 
16 < P. Theorem 4.1 shows that to each depth d there corresponds at most one 
nontrivial kratic representation of P. But if 16 < P < d then Theorem 3.5 
shows that there is no nontrivial kratic representation of P whose depth is d since 
for any B, d, T which can give a nontrivial kratic representation of P. 
LEMMA 4.4. For every B, s, d, T such that s < d there is a unique H = H(B, s, 
d, T) such that 
BPH = Bt”T. 
Proof. If d = s then Theorem 4.1 applies, and H = T. If d = s + 1 then 
BfSH = BfS+lT = Bt”Bts+l(T - 1) 
and H = Bf*+l(T - 1) because of monotonicity in the tag. Suppose the lemma 
ah-eadyholdsifd<s+p.Ifd=s+p+lwehave 
Bf8f.I = Bts+“+lT 
= Bt~+pBt-+l( T - 1). 
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For any T > 2 we know that 
2 < B < BT8+“+‘1 < Bts+p+l(T - 1). 
Consequently the tacit assumption that all bases, depths, and tags are at least 
2 is satisfied. So the case d = s + p can be invoked. 
If 3 < B or 3 < T then it follows from the monotonicity properties of the 
kratos k that smaher depths accompany larger tags in various nontrivial kratic 
representations of the same number P. For example 
2mf3 = 2m22tm2 
= 2m4 
= 2t1‘2ftt3 
= 2??65,536 
and 
3tm2 = 3ftt3 
= Wttf2 
= 31?7,625,597,484,987. 
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